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Deliver a Piano
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By Callie C. Miller  •  Illustrated by Jeffrey Ebbeler

Fin and Feathers Deliver a Piano

A We Both Read® Book
Level 1–2 

Guided Reading: Level I

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

This book is dedicated to Finn, 
whose creative energy is always an inspiration.

Fin and  
Feathers  



2 3

Fin and Feathers zipped down the street. They had a pizza to deliver 

while it was still hot and fresh! Fin was afraid they might be late.

Feathers told Fin not to worry. Their destination was just ahead, 

at the bottom of the next steep hill. 

Fin’s eyes went wide. “Steep hill???”


Fin and Feathers zoomed down the steep hill.

Fin held on for dear life! “Feathers! We’re 

going too fast!” 

Feathers was having fun. “Hang on, Fin! We’re 

almost there!” 
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The delivery moped screeched to a stop in front of a music store. 

Fin breathed a sigh of relief. “Phew! We made it.”  

“Yes, we did,” Feathers boasted. “Right on time! No problem at 

all!” 

Fin had to admit that it was kind of fun going down that steep 

hill. Together they were great at delivering pizza! 

 Fin and Feathers went in and gave the pizza 

to Mr. Shell, but Mr. Shell did not look happy. He 

looked upset. 

“I have no time for pizza now,” he said. “I have 

a big problem!” 
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Mr. Shell explained that Madame Squeaks needed a piano 

delivered to her house today, but every delivery person in town was 

busy.

“This is terrible!” Madame Squeaks wailed. “I must have that 

piano for my tea party this afternoon!”

Feathers’ face lit up with a brilliant idea! “Fin and I can deliver 

the piano! I’m sure of it! Together, we can deliver anything!” 


Fin looked at Feathers in shock. “We can?”

“Yes,” Feathers said. “If we can deliver pizza, 

we can deliver a piano!” 

“Are you sure?” asked Fin.

“I’m sure!” said Feathers. 
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A very grateful Madame Squeaks told Fin and Feathers where 

her house was, then hurried out of the music store.

Fin began to worry, “Do you really think we can do this, 

Feathers? Pianos are much bigger than pizzas.” 

Feathers remained confident in the idea. “This is a piano for a 

little mouse. Delivering a little mouse piano will be easy!”

 The piano was in the back room of the music 

store. It was not a little mouse piano. It was a big, 

BIG piano!

“How can we deliver this?!” Fin asked. “It’s so big!” 

“Don’t worry,” said Feathers. “I have an idea.” 






